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go bedside and take photos of families with their babies and
help them create memory cards. For long-term families they
teach them to scrapbook their child’s story. At times we even
make albums to honor the life of a baby who passes away.

Kirsten’s husband, Jim,
and their daughter, Kate

Kirsten capturing a special moment with mom and Baby A

As weeks pass, we can capture many baby firsts in the NICU,
like: first time being held, first feeding by feeding tube – then
to bottle, ventilator to breathing on their own, incubator to crib.
We encourage the families to take pictures or allow them to be
taken, even with the tubes and the machines, so they can see
how much progress baby is making in one of the top NICU’s in
the country. The families also begin to interact with each other
across our table and know they are not alone and then begin to
support one another.
SW Style: What benefits do you get from volunteering with FMT?

Kirsten snapping
images of Baby H

Volunteer of the Month

Kirsten Jordon, founder of FirstMemories Texas
Recently Sweetwater Style had the opportunity to interview
resident Kirsten Jordon, the founder of FirstMemories Texas. First
Memories Texas is an all-volunteer effort dedicated to helping
loved ones whose newborns are in the NICU at Texas Children’s
Hospital learn how to celebrate, honor, and remember their children’s lives through creating beautiful journals and albums. We
were so inspired by her story and are honored to share it.
SW Style: Why did you choose FirstMemories Texas (FMT) to volunteer with?

Kirsten: In 2004 my Daughter Kate (now almost 8) was in the

NICU at Texas Children’s for 4 days when she was 30 days old. It
was a brief visit, but to me time stood still, and I remember being
so tired and numb to all around me – but also that the medical
care was wonderful. I knew one day I would love to give back.

Kirsten: I know that each day I serve the NICU families I have

touched families in ways they will never know. Our families see
the pictures, cards, and scrapbooks we create for them or help
them build and can see their child--see their growth, progress,
and look with peace and know their child and love them. They
can share the photos (all put on a photo cd) with family and
friends who cannot come to the NICU to see their new baby.
Knowing what we give these families each week is a blessing. Our
volunteers often say they feel as if they come away more blessed
by interacting with the families than how we bless the families.
Yes, I too have felt this way; however, my 4th child was born a
month early and was put into the NICU for his first two days.
The morning after his birth, my friend Shannon came to my
room with her camera, photo printer, and a few cards. She took
me to the NICU to see my William, took pictures as I held him,
then once back in the room she made two beautiful cards for
me. I did not have my baby in my arms, but I had the comfort
of my cards and truly felt the blessing that the volunteers of

My Co-founder, Shannon Blake, and I created FMT in 2007
after a friend, who is a Social worker in the TCH NICU, emailed
me for a donation of scrapbooking things so her families could
have something to do. Her email turned into the idea of more.
Shannon joined me and together we created what became FMT.
SW Style: Tell us about the services FirstMemories Texas offers.

Kirsten: Our volunteers serve the NICU (Neonatal Intensive

Care Unit) families with a specialized support group. Volunteers

Will’s story card - 18 hours old

Baby Will
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FMT provide to each mom. It was so comforting and wonderful, yet so surreal, that the group I helped create and serve was
now serving me. It was beautiful, humbling, and emotional.
SW Style: Tell us about your family. Are they also involved with FMT?
Kirsten: Jim is my husband and we have been married 15 years.
I am a stay home mom of our four children: Caroline (10), Kate
almost (8), Ben (6), and Will (3 ½). We also have a two-yearold basset hound, Daisy. We moved to Sweetwater in 2010 and
we love the great schools and the community.

Jim has been a great support for FMT and me since the very
beginning. The kids help with many of the errand tasks – going
to hobby lobby and office depot (or other places) for supplies.
They know this is an errand ‘for the hospital’ and not for ‘I
wants’. They have often helped assemble things we need for our
service days as well. We are blessed with four great, healthy (and
very energetic) kids; and I tell them that since we are blessed, we
need to bless others in little or big ways. FMT has been a great
way to model this to my children.
SW Style: How can residents support FirstMemories Texas?
Kirsten: Our website www.firstmemoriestexas.org has information about volunteering. We need volunteers who love little
babies needing critical care and their families, taking pictures,
and scrapbooking. We operate through the Volunteer Services
Office of Texas Children’s Hospital. First, we offer a tour so
new volunteers can see first had what we do and how we serve.
Then, we can decide if FMT is a good place for them to serve.

If you volunteer in the community and would like to feature your organization in an
upcoming issue of Sweetwater Style, email melissa.trent@n2pub.com.
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